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About This Game

FORESEEABLE END?

Explore an open sandbox environment which, depending on your intention, could have or could not have a foreseeable end. But
as you investigate further, you may notice some suspicious activity including animals that would not normally be found in an

area like this and some inconsistencies that lead to more questions. It is up to you to discover the answers.

Craft items, quench your thirst, satisfy your hunger, fend off animals… What will you really need to escape the island? The
answers are waiting.
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• Craft items using a combination of objects and methods like tying and cutting
• Build a shelter to protect you from rain and dangerous animals

• Online Multiplayer
• Lose blood, break bones, become poisoned and stave off hunger and thirst

• Varying weather conditions that affect gameplay
• Procedurally generated items that the player must find to leave the island

• Dangerous animals including wolves, spiders and bears
• Capture animals using traps

• Permadeath – Will you be able to escape the island or will you succumb to its menace?
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Title: Better Late Than DEAD
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Odin Game Studio
Publisher:
Excalibur Publishing
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8 (All OS must be 64 bit)

Processor: Intel Dual Core 2.0Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics with 1GB VRAM (DX9 compatible - Nvidia Geforce GTX 470/ATI Radeon 6900 series or
greater)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Italian,German,Hungarian,Romanian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,French,Greek
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